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transforming the world 

BLOX. A Decentralized Autonomous 
Organization with next generation DAOchain 
Technology 

What is a DAO LLC?

Is a decentralized blockchain based organization 
formed as a Limited Liability Company (LLC) with 
equal standing shareholders using a majority voting 
process for decision making. Originally designed by 
developers as a systematic form to automate, 
facilitate and track cryptocurrency transactions, 
smart contracts have been adopted to manage 
business and institutional direction. 

What is BLOX?

Is an Algorithmically Managed Organization legally 
certified by the State of Wyoming, USA on March 2, 
2022 through the Office of the Secretary of State as 
a DAO Organization.  

What is BLX.org?

Is the domain portal hosting advanced decentralized 
blockchain technologies listed below:
- BLX Smart Mining
- BLX Cold Storage (True-offline)
- BLX2 Smart Contract Protocol
- BLX88 NFT Implementation
- BLX118 CBDC Implementation
- BLOX Staking
- BLOX Voting

BLOX Mission

To advance, innovate and transform industries, 
markets and businesses globally by providing 
simple and accessible DAO and blockchain 
technologies to anyone, anywhere. 

BLX is a utility and tool for all. 
A cost-efficient and sustainable 
investment to implement 
visions or solve problems 
immediately with exponential 
returns. 

Why BLX.org?

Is a one-stop shop blockchain solution provider that 
deploys,  manages and monitors digital assets in 
any shape, form or value.  Open APIs allow for 
customization to reflect personal taste or business 
brand.  The BLX effect will enhance perspective, 
confidence and organizational trust through its 
transparent, secure and accurate implementations.  

What to do next?

Visit BLX.org. Mine BLX Cryptocurrencies using your 
personal devices and machines or visit our online 
communities to acquire BLX from its friendly and 
helpful members. 

Implementing your vision with blockchain will be 
easier through BLX!



BLX SmartMining
Instructions: https://blx.org/how-to-mine.html
Select Region

BLX Cold Storage
Blockchain exit and return protocol to/from 
external drives (off-line) for added security and 
comfort. 

BLX2 Smart Contract Protocol
Proof of Stake (PoS) token asset creation and 
sustainment protocol using the BLX Network. 
https://blx.org/AAI.html

BLX88 NFT Implementation
Proof of Stake (PoS) media asset creation and 
sustainment protocol using the BLX Network. 

BLX118 CBDC Implementation
Government solution for Central Bank Digital 
Currency requirements. 

BLOX Staking
BLOX members with organizational stake and  
decision-making power. 

BLOX Voting
BLOX member voting system/process to determine 
organizational next steps.

BLX Impact
Application

With its robustness and holistic capabilities, any BLX 
implementation can function independently or 
interoperate with other BLX Smart Contracts. This 
ubiquitous feature enables and creates an opportunity 
to bridge communities, institutions and markets 
seamlessly. 

In a world with endless borders, brands, businesses 
and governments, BLX is an all-embracing option that 
not only connects all but removes titles, positions and 
levels to ensure fairness for the majority. 
Transparency, accuracy and integrity for its 
stakeholders and users throughout.  A simple yet 
powerful foundation for the BLOX organization to 
instill faith and trust for all the members it supports. 

Participation

BLOX has opened a Proof of Stake (PoS) opportunity 
for those who wish to become contributing and voting 
members of the organization starting March 5, 2022.

1 BLOX Stake = 0.00001 BTC.

One of the rarest and most affordable participation 
opportunities with value expected to reach 
exponential proportions in the coming years.

Important: BLOX Stake is not a token! It is “stake” 
within a legally organized and certified institution 
with extremely valuable technologies providing all 
contributors with voting power! A key differentiator 
amongst other offerings or Smart Contract 
opportunities.

General Information

Stake: BLOX
Stake Available: 100,000,000
Current Stake Value (1): 0.00001 BTC
Country Developed: USA
Developed By: BLOX
Public Release: March 5, 2022
Category: DAO | Blockchain
Blockchain: Bloxchain
Website: BLX.org

BLOX IN A SNAPSHOT

GET IN TOUCH
BLOX is a community-led organization that shares 
common goals, from making profitable investments 
to building impactful products. Our goal is to 
enable people from different backgrounds to 
contribute to a decentralized core and build 
projects they're passionate about. Reach out to us 
to learn more.
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